Abstract. We summarize the results of narrow-band (H and O III] 5007 A) imaging of eight planetary nebulae taken during recent observing campaigns: We present the probably largest known PN, MWP 1, with a linear diameter of about 6 pc. We show rst narrow-band images of He 2-437, MeWe 1-5, MeWe 1-8, MeWe 1-9, NGC 1360, and of { like we term them { the \Galactic footballs" A 43 and NGC 7094.
Introduction
Planetary nebulae (PN) and their central stars (CSPN) are ideal tools to check against evolutionary theory: After the ejection of the PN still on the Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB), the e ective temperature (T e ) of the exciting star increases at almost constant luminosity. The stars can reach very high T e (> 100 kK, e.g. Rauch & Werner 1998) . At their hottest stage of evolution, these post-AGB stars are found at the beginning of the white dwarf (WD) cooling sequence where the nuclear burning is close to its end and gravitation is beginning to dominate the further evolution.
Send o print requests to: T. Rauch ? Based on observations obtained at the German-Spanish Astronomical Center, Calar Alto, operated by the Max-PlanckInstitut f ur Astronomie Heidelberg jointly with the Spanish National Commission for Astronomy and at the European Southern Observatory, La Silla, Chile. ?? Visiting astronomer, Calar Alto, Spain Correspondence to: rauch@astro.uni-tuebingen.de Modern spectral analysis of CSPN (e.g. Rauch et al.1998 ) provides photospheric parameters which are stringent constraints for evolutionary theory.
The development of both, observational as well as numerical methods, provide now high-resolution images of PN (e.g. Balick et al.1998 ) and deprojection techniques (Bremer 1995) which improve the interpretation of the nebula morphology. This will enable us to construct consistent models of PN and central star: Rauch et al.(1994 Rauch et al.( , 1996 have successfully used synthetic ionizing spectra instead of the commonly used blackbodies in order to improve the photoionization model of the nebula. The derived spectroscopic distances allow to calculate the linear dimensions of the PN. Recent improvements of the interacting stellar wind model which take into account timedependent winds (Dwarkadas & Balick 1998 ) have shown for the rst time the possibility to model small-scale structures which can be observed in high-resolution images. As a by-product, the expansion times of the PN can be determined more reliably and give a much better estimate of the time since the central star has departed from the AGB. Moreover, additional information becomes available because the long recombination time ( 300 000 a=n e ) in these low density PN (n e < 100 cm ?3 ) allows a view onto the emission phase of the nebula, e.g. the photospheric abundances at that time providing a second check for theoretical predictions of stellar evolution.
Since the PNe contribute to the metal enrichment of the interstellar medium (ISM), they play also an important role in the galactic chemical evolution. Studies of the interaction of aging PN with the ISM by hydrodynamical simulations (e.g. Soker & Dgani 1997) which aim to describe the complex interaction zone need, as a prerequisite, reliable information about nebula properties and its spatial distribution of matter.
During recent observing campaigns, we took narrowband images of several PN. In the following sections we present eight of them which exhibit interesting details of nebula morphology and allow to judge the degree of interaction with the ISM. In the same region of the g{T e plane occupied by the CSPN there are many stars for which no associated PN is known (e.g. Werner et al.1997) . This is still an unsolved problem (Rauch et al.1998 ) and an outstanding challenge for evolutionary theory. However, one possible explanation for the \missing" PN might be that they have already dispersed below the detection limit of the former observations. A search for PN around hot post-AGB stars is described in the following. A search for PN around hot (pre-) white dwarfs had been performed in October 1997 at ESO with the 1.54m Danish telescope and DFOSC (ESO N o 60.C-0376). H images with an exposure time of one hour had been taken. A list of observed objects is given in Tab. 2.
Observations and data reduction
For the data reduction we used IRAF 1 (Tody 1986 ). All images were at elded using suitable sky ats.
1 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories, which is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc. (AURA) under cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation Table 2 . Targetlist for our PN search. T e and log g are taken from Dreizler & Heber (1998) , , Werner et al.(1996 . 16 objects were observed which revealed only one candidate for a PN { an asymmetric nebulosity was found around PG 0109+111. Our search had the same aim: To nd \missing" PN (Sect. 1) which have not been detected so far, maybe because of their too-low surface brightness. However, no H emission which could stem from a nebula is detected on these images. 4 . MWP 1 MWP 1 has been discovered by Motch et al.(1993) around one of the hottest stars ever analyzed by means of NLTE stellar atmospheres: RX J2117.1+3412, which has been discovered by ROSAT 2 (Motch et al.1991) . RX J2117.1+3412 is a helium-and carbon-rich PG 1159 star with T e =170kK (Werner et al.1996) . The enormous size of this PN was rst noted by Appleton et al.(1993) who found an apparent diameter of 13 0 and discuss its morphology in detail. Narrow-band images are also presented in an atlas of ancient PNe which are interacting with the ISM by Tweedy & Kwitter (1996) .
The images presented here are much deeper and have a higher resolution. We show mosaics of four CAFOS images (exposure time 20 min. each, eld size 16 0 ). The resulting mosaic eld size is 28 0 (Fig. 1) .
On our images MWP 1 appears to be an elliptical PN with axis lengths of 14 0 45 00 and 8 0 36 00 (Fig. 1) . At a distance of 1.4 +0:7 ?0:5 kpc (Motch et al.1993 (Napiwotzki & Sch onberner 1995) which entails a relatively large error limit. The large PN MWP 1, however, is a challenge for evolutionary theory because its expansion time (about 150 000 years if we assume v exp = 20 km sec ?1 ) is at least two orders of magnitude longer than the time since the central star's departure from the AGB (about 1 000 years, Bl ocker 1995). One possible explanation for this discrepancy may be found in the born-again post-AGB nature (Iben et al.1983 ) of the central star: A late He-shell ash at already declining luminosity brings back the star to the AGB and it experiences a second, He-burning, post-AGB phase on a three times longer time scale. However, a \normal" PN with M PN = 0:2 M and an expansion velocity of v exp = 20 km sec ?1 will disperse in about 20 000 years below the detection limit and hence, MWP 1 has to have extraordinary parameters. Nebula spectra with a high S/N ratio as well as measurements of the expansion velocity are required in order to investigate this problem.
MeWe 1-5, MeWe 1-8, and MeWe 1-9
The three PNe MeWe 1-5, MeWe 1-8, and MeWe 1-9 were found by Melmer & Weinberger (1990) by an inspection of ESO R / SERC J lms. They have been veri ed to be true PNe by spectra taken with the ESO B&C spectrograph (see Acker et al.1992 ).
On our images, MeWe 1-5 appears just above the background with a faint arc on the western side (Fig. 2) . MeWe 1-8 (Fig. 3) and MeWe 1-9 (Fig. 4) A 43 has been discovered by Abell (1955) , NGC 7094 by Kohoutek (1963) . They have been classi ed as Es-(elliptical, with inner structures) and Rs-type (round, with inner structures) PN, respectively, by Manchado et al. (1996) . The central stars of A 43 and NGC 7094 are so-called \hybrid" PG 1159 stars (Napiwotzki 1992 , Werner 1992 which have a signi cant amount of hydrogen in their photospheres which shows that there is no sharp delimitation between the H-normal and H-de cient post-AGB stars (cf. .
At rst glance, one can have the impression to see \Galactic footballs" (Fig.5, 6 ), i.e. a kind of spherical shell with denser matter at the \seams" where the pentagons and hexagons meet { a foot(soccer)ball is made out of 12 pentagons and 20 hexagons (Kroto et al. 1985) . The penta-and hexagons are more prominent in Fig. 5 . However, this interpretation is somewhat subjective, e.g. Dwarkadas & Balick (1998) mentioned A 43 with \ lamentary structure with radial orientation", NGC 7094 with \prominent lamentary structure at the surface". Velocity measurements taken in order to derive the distribution of nebula matter in the line of sight would constrain a deprojection and help to achieve a realistic picture in this case. (Fig. 5) but, in contrast, the extension of its shell is about 10% smaller towards the SE and thus, not perfectly circular
The most likely explanation for the instabilities in these nebulae's surfaces might be that the old, slow AGB wind matter is swept up to a thin shell by the fast central star wind. While the invisible inner, high-pressure bubble is expanding due to the released energy of the stellar wind, instabilities in the dense, moving shell may appear (Vishniac 1983 ), e ective enough to produce lament-like surface structures of the shell matter. As these laments form, the intra lament region can expand out ahead of the laments, giving rise to a somewhat \lumpy" outer edge on the shell. This is quite obvious on the image of Abell 43 (Fig. 5) .
Similar PNe are known, e.g. NGC 6894, NGC 7048, or NGC 7139 (Balick 1987) but the edges of their shells appear smooth and round in projection. Thus, Abell 43 is an excellent test case for hydrodynamical simulations! In any case, a reliable attempt to explain the morphologies of A 43 and NGC 7094 and the mentioned instabilities requires a detailed kinematic and spectroscopic study along with three-dimensional (magneto-)hydrodynamical models which account for the properties of the stellar wind.
He 2-437
He 2-437 is a PN which was veri ed by Henize (1967) . His interpretation of the Palomar Atlas images was \a bright star between teardrop-shaped fans of nebulosity". On our images we see a bipolar nebular with a smaller but brighter circular nebula in the middle (Fig. 7) . From the images it appears that the excitation in the middle part of the nebula is higher. Fig. 7 . He 2-437. This PN is highly bipolar. The inner nebula appears much brighter than the outer \fans" in O III] 5007 A which indicates di erent nebula properties. This deserves a detailed spectroscopic analysis
We have taken low-resolution spectra which verify the nebular origin of the emission. The shape of He 2-437 reminds of a napkin with a ring.
NGC 1360
NGC 1360 is an elliptical PN (Fig. 8) which was discovered by Minkowski (1946) . It has an asymmetrical intensity distribution in the inner part with a maximum at the North (Fig. 8) . (Sabbadin 1984) , the expansion time of the PN can be estimated from its largest extension to be about 16 000 years.
A close look onto the PN images shows some features which look like turbulences towards the SE. Moreover, FLIERs 3 (cf. Dwarkadas & Balick 1998 ) are visible outside the main nebula along its axis (Fig. 8) .
As interesting as PN NGC 1360 is its exciting star: It is one out of four extremely hot \H-normal" CSPN (the others are the CSPNe NGC 6853, NGC 4361, and NGC 3587). All have been detected by EUVE 4 , the CSPNe NGC 1360 and NGC 6853, were detected by ROSAT, too. Since the CSPN NGC 1360 is the brightest of this group, it is of considerable interest for testing NLTE models. NLTE model atmosphere analyses (Hoare et al.1996) revealed T e =110kK and log g =6.
Conclusions
From our images we conclude that it appears worth doing systematically further very deep ground-based imaging of PN at high angular resolution in order to study their morphology in detail. Interesting information about the ejection mechanism of the nebula and its interaction with the ISM can be achieved. Moreover, detailed data about the spatial distribution of matter is a prerequisite for the use of deprojection techniques (Bremer 1995) which will allow to check nebula models against three-dimensional (magneto-)hydrodynamical calculations.
The search for PN around 27 objects (Werner et al.1997 and this work) has shown only one possible candidate. This leaves the problem of \missing" PN around stars in the post-AGB region (see Rauch et al.1998) unsolved. 
